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Abstract

In 2006, EPCglobal and the International Organization
for Standards (ISO) ratified the EPC Class-1 Generation-2
(Gen-2) [1] standard and the ISO 18000 standard [2] re-
spectively. These efforts represented major advancements
in the direction of universal standardization for low-cost
RFID tags. However, a cause for concern is that security
issues do not seem to be properly addressed in these stan-
dards. In this paper, we propose a new lightweight RFID
tag-reader mutual authentication scheme for use under the
EPCglobal framework. The scheme is based on previous
work by Konidala and Kim [3]. We attempt to mitigate
the weaknesses observed in the original scheme, and at the
same time, consider other possible adversarial threats, as
well as constraints on low-cost RFID tags requirements.

1. Introduction

In this paper, we focus on designing a secure authenti-
cation scheme for use under the EPCglobal framework. A
number of works, such as [3], [4] and [5], have proposed
protocols to enhance the security of the EPC Class-1 Gen-2
standard. Unfortunately, due to weaknesses that have been
exposed against them, these protocols fall short of meet-
ing the desired security objectives. From these bad experi-
ences, it seems like enforcing authentication under the EPC
Class-1 Gen-2 standard specifications is an almost impos-
sible task and any proposed scheme based on the standard
looks doomed to fail. In fact, the proposed infrastructure
seems to be too weak to support any real security. However,
we contend that by making some small enhancements and
without the need to revamp the entire set of specifications, it
is still possible to design a reasonably secure authentication
scheme for use on low-cost RFID tags.

A tag-reader mutual authentication scheme that uses a
specially designed MixBits function is presented in this
work. The underlying protocol is similar to that proposed

by Konidala and Kim in [3] (we shall refer to their scheme
as the tag-reader mutual authentication or TRMA scheme),
with its observed weaknesses addressed by introducing the
MixBits function. Under some rigorous analysis, we show
that MixBits increases the security of the scheme by pro-
viding stronger resistance against attacks. Furthermore, we
show that MixBits requires only a small amount of cir-
cuit area, memory size, and power consumption and can be
feasibly implemented on low-cost RFID tags.

2. The TRMA Schemes

In this section, we briefly describe the original TRMA
scheme, as well as the extended TRMA scheme by Konidala
et al., and describe the weaknesses observed in them.

2.1. The Original TRMA Scheme

In [3], Konidala and Kim presented a lightweight tag-
reader mutual authentication (TRMA) scheme that uses
some of the features in a EPC Class-1 Gen-2 tag, as well
as a specially designed pad generation function PadGen.
The PadGen function is used to produce a cover-coding
pad to mask the tag’s access password before transmission.
The function is performed on the tag’s 32-bit access pass-
word PWD, which is broken up into 2 parts – PWDM

(comprising the 16 most significant bits) and PWDL (com-
prising the 16 least significant bits). PadGen takes two 16-
bit random numbers RTag

i (generated by the tag) and RRdr
i

(generated by the reader) as its inputs. Using each of the
four hexadecimal digits in RTag

i (or RRdr
i ) to indicate a bit

address within PWDM or PWDL, PadGen then selects
those bits from PWDM and PWDL to form the 16-bit out-
put pad. An example of a pad computation under PadGen
is shown in Fig. 1. Under the scheme, each cover-coding
pad PADi (for i = 1, 2, 3, 4) can be expressed as

PADi = PadGen(PWD, RTag
i , RRdr

i ) (1)
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Figure 1. Computing PadGen(PWD, 0x1234, 0x78CD) on PWD = 0x6548 E8CA. (0x6548 =
0110 0101 0100 10002 and 0xE8CA = 1110 1000 1100 10102.)

and the authentication responses (otherwise known as the
cover-coded passwords in [3] nad [7]) can be expressed as

CCP1 = PWDM ⊕ PAD1 (2)
CCP2 = PWDL ⊕ PAD2 (3)
CCP3 = PWDM ⊕ PAD3 (4)
CCP4 = PWDL ⊕ PAD4 (5)

Fig. 2 depicts a single run of the authentication protocol.

Figure 2. The authentication protocol under
the TRMA scheme.

In [6], Lim and Li uncovered two effective attacks
against the TRMA scheme, which arises due to the follow-
ing weaknesses:

• The pseudo-random number inputs to the PadGen
function (RTag

i , RRdr
i for i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are known

to an eavesdropper. This allows the eavesdropper to
identify which bits of the access password are selected
to form the output pad.

• Each bit in every authentication response (CCPi for
i = 1, 2, 3, 4) is obtained by xoring bits in the access
password, where the location of the bits are known to
an eavesdropper. For example: (we use [A]b to denote
the value of bit b in A and 〈A〉x to denote the value of
hexadecimal digit x in A)

[CCP1]1 = [PWDM ]1 ⊕ [PWDM ]〈RT ag
1 〉1

[CCP1]4 = [PWDM ]4 ⊕ [PWDL]〈RT ag
1 〉0

Since each CCPi is sent in clear, this allows the eaves-
dropper to correlate the bits in the access password.

• Each hexadecimal digit in RTag
i and RRdr

i (where i =
1, 2, 3, 4) is always mapped to the same bits in CCPi

for a given access password. Hence, the adversary can
collect a dictionary of valid authentication responses
corresponding to each eavesdropped value for RTag

i

and RRdr
i .

In the first attack, Lim and Li showed how a passive at-
tacker can perform correlations over the eavesdropped in-
formation to recover the access password from only a single
eavesdropped authentication session. In the second attack,
they showed how a passive attacker can record the random
challenges and their corresponding responses eavesdropped
from multiple authentication sessions to form a dictionary.

2.2. The Extended TRMA Scheme

In [7], Konidala, Kim and Kim presented an extended
version of TRMA, which uses both the 32-bit access pass-
word and the 32-bit kill password. The extended TRMA
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scheme uses two rounds of PadGen (instead of a single
round in the original TRMA scheme), one nested within
the other, to compute each cover-coding pad. The inner
round performs PadGen over the access password, while
the outer round performs PadGen over the kill password.
Instead of (1), the resulting pad would then be expressed as

PADi = PadGen(KWD,

PadGen(PWD,RTag
i , RRdr

i ), RTag
i ) (6)

where KWD denotes the kill password.
The extended TRMA scheme offers greater resistance

against Lim and Li’s attacks. It is much more difficult for an
adversary to recover the access password under the correla-
tion attack, or to forge a successful authentication under the
dictionary attack. However, Peris-Lopez et al. showed how
the access password can be disclosed under the assumption
of an active attacker [8]. In addition, Lim et al. exposed
that the correlation attack can be used against this scheme
in a different way – to recover the kill password after eaves-
dropping over multiple authentication sessions [9].

3. M3 Authentication Protocol (M3AP)

In this section, we introduce a new lightweight authenti-
cation scheme, known as M3AP, to strengthen the security
of the EPC Class-1 Gen-2 standard. We design M3AP by
extending Konidala and Kim’s scheme [3], and make use
of a MixBits function to mitigate the security weaknesses
found in the original scheme.

3.1. Objectives

With M3AP, we emphasize that the main objective is to
design a lightweight authentication protocol that provides
mutual authentication between an RFID tag and an RFID
reader under the EPCglobal framework, and privacy is not
a main focus. Hence, as in the authentication protocol spec-
ified under the EPC Class-1 Gen-2 standard and the previ-
ously proposed TRMA protocols, we do not make provi-
sions to enforce privacy by protecting the unique EPC but
instead, allow the EPC of RFID tags to be transmitted in
clear. Inevitably, this poses a problem to application en-
vironments whereby the privacy of tags and/or tag users is
essential. In such cases, it would be pertinent to include
measures for privacy protection. While our current scheme
does not enforce privacy, we contend that it would be possi-
ble to extend the scheme to provide the necessary protection
although this would require additional considerations.

3.2. The Protocol

In this section, we present an improved version of
Konidala and Kim’s TRMA scheme that seeks to mitigate

its security weaknesses. The proposed protocol was de-
signed by taking into account tag restrictions (computa-
tional, storage and circuitry) and with minimal modifica-
tions to the general framework of the EPC Class-1 Gen-2
specification. The protocol is described as follows:

Assumptions: We assume that the tag is singulated using a
probabilistic (i.e. Aloha-based protocol) or determin-
istic (i.e. binary tree-walking protocol) collision avoid-
ance protocol. At the end of each singulation, a tag is
selected to communicate with the reader.

(1) Tag → Reader : EPC, RTag
1 , RTag

2 ,

RTag
3 , RTag

4

The tag backscatters its EPC number. Then, the reader
sends the command Req RN to the tag over four
times. Each time, the tag backscatters a new random
number (RTag

i for i = 1, 2, 3, 4) and stores it into its
memory. These are used as random challenges to the
reader. Upon receiving the EPC, the reader uses it to
perform an index search to retrieve the access pass-
word PWD associated with the tag from the backend
database. Once PWD is obtained, the reader will then
go on to compute the authentication responses.

(2) Reader → Tag : CCP1, CCP2, RRdr
1 ,

RRdr
2 , RRdr

3 , RRdr
4

The reader transmits its computed responses, as well as
a set of random numbers as authentication challenges
to the tag. To obtain the responses CCP1 and CCP2,
it first computes an intermediate 32-bit vector PWD′

from PWD and the received RTag
i ’s using our pro-

posed MixBits function:

PWD′ = MixBits(PWD ⊕ (RTag
1 || RTag

2 ),

RTag
3 || RTag

4 ) (7)

The reader then computes the authentication responses
CCP1 and CCP2 as follows:

CCP1 = PWDM ⊕ PadGen( PWD′,

RTag
1 ⊕ PWD′

L, RTag
1 ⊕ PWD′

M )
CCP2 = PWDL ⊕ PadGen( PWD′,

RTag
2 ⊕ PWD′

L, RTag
2 ⊕ PWD′

M )

Instead of applying PadGen to the static access pass-
word, we apply PadGen on a vector computed from
the access password. This vector changes as the ran-
dom challenges vary. Furthermore, both CCP1 and
CCP2 depend only on the random challenges gener-
ated by the tag. In the original and extended TRMA
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schemes, CCP1 and CCP2 would partially depend
on pseudo-random numbers generated by the reader,
which presents an avenue for a malicious reader to
exploit and reduces the reliability of the responses
computed. After computing the responses, the reader
then generates four new random numbers (RRdr

i for
i = 1, 2, 3, 4) and present them as challenges to the
tag. The reader also stores the random challenges,
which will be used to verify the tag responses.

(3) Tag : Verify CCP1 and CCP2 .

The tag receives CCP1 and CCP2. The access pass-
word and the random numbers used in the computation
of CCP1 and CCP2 are already stored in its memory.
Therefore, it has the necessary information to compute
CCP ′

1 and CCP ′
2 in the same way that the reader com-

puted CCP1 and CCP2. The tag then compares these
values with the values sent by the reader:

1. If CCP1 = CCP ′
1 and CCP2 = CCP ′

2, then
verification is successful. The tag considers the
reader to be an authorized entity.

2. Otherwise, verification fails. The tag ends its
communication with the reader and returns to ar-
bitrate state.

(4) Tag → Reader : CCP3, CCP4

To authenticate itself, the tag needs to reply to the
reader with CCP3 and CCP4, which are computed by
taking steps similar to those taken by the reader. The
tag first computes an intermediate 32-bit vector from
its access password:

PWD′′ = MixBits(PWD′ ⊕ (RRdr
1 || RRdr

2 ),
RRdr

3 || RRdr
4 ) (8)

Thereafter, the tag computes CCP3 and CCP4 as fol-
lows (note that PadGen is now computed over the
new intermediate vector PWD′′):

CCP3 = PWDM ⊕ PadGen(PWD′′,

RRdr
1 ⊕ PWD′′

L, RRdr
1 ⊕ PWD′′

M )
CCP4 = PWDL ⊕ PadGen(PWD′′,

RRdr
2 ⊕ PWD′′

L, RRdr
2 ⊕ PWD′′

M )

The tag then sends the two authentication responses
(CCP3, CCP4) to the reader.

(5) Reader : Verify CCP3 and CCP4 .

The reader receives the responses CCP3 and CCP4

from the tag, computes CCP ′
3 and CCP ′

4 based on
the information known to it, and then compares the re-
ceived values with the computed values:

1. If CCP3 = CCP ′
3 and CCP4 = CCP ′

4, then
verification is successful. The reader considers
the tag as an authentic (or genuine) tag.

2. Otherwise, verification fails. The reader will emit
an alarm to the back-end database to indicate this
event (perhaps to inform the database that a fake
tag or a counterfeit product is detected).

Fig. 3 depicts a single run of the authentication protocol.

Figure 3. The authentication protocol under
the M3AP protocol.

4. The MixBits Function

RFID tags (e.g. EPCGlobal Class I or Class II tags) are
devices with severe limitations (in terms of computational,
storage and circuitry requirements). Due to these hard re-
strictions, the use of standard cryptographic primitives lie
beyond their capabilities. Hence, the design of a secure
lightweight MixBits function for our M3AP protocol be-
comes a thought-provoking challenge. We contend that the
basic requirements of this function should be as follows:

1. Only efficient operations that are easily implemented
in hardware should be used. For example, rotations
may be included, but multiplications should be ex-
cluded due to its high cost.

2. A highly non-linear function that provides a negligible
relationship between the inputs and the outputs, should
be used.
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3. Temporal requirements will limit the number of op-
erations a tag may compute. The read speed of a tag
conforming to Gen-2 is about twice that of Gen-1, with
average read rates of around 450 tags per second.

We obtained possible candidates for MixBits through
evolving compositions of extremely light operands by
means of genetic programming. (We refer the interested
reader to [11] where a detailed description of the method-
ology used to obtain our function is explained.) Several ex-
periments were then conducted on the candidates to pick a
highly non-linear function. At the end of the experiments,
the following function was selected for MixBits:

Z = MixBits(X,Y)
----------------------------
Z = X;
for(i=0; i<32; i++) {

Z = (Z<<1) + ((Z+Y)>>1);}
----------------------------

where addition is carried out modulo 232, << denotes bit-
wise left shift and >> denotes bitwise right shift.

5. Analysis of the MixBits Function

Linear cryptanalysis, commonly used for block cipher
cryptanalysis, was employed to study how the output of this
function can be approximated by a linear function. In order
to obtain a linear bias, the following experiment was carried
out: two 32-bit masks (A, B) were randomly picked, and
two consecutive outputs (Zi, Zi+1) were generated from
them. With these two masks, the equality A∗Zi = B∗Zi+1

is evaluated (∗ denotes scalar product, with a mod 2 opera-
tion carried out after the addition). This process is repeated
2n times, from which we obtain the number of successes
(m). The bias is then defined as:

BIAS =
1

2−log2(| m
2n − 1

2 |)
(9)

Several pairs of different masks A and B, were randomly
picked and tested. For each mask pair, 225 32-bit outputs
were generated, and the expression A ∗Zi = B ∗Zi+1 was
evaluated over them. To obtain these outputs, the X and
Y variables were initialized to random values in the begin-
ning and as the experiment runs, the X variable remains
unchanged (here, we attempt to consider a disadvantageous
scenario) while the Y variable is set to a new random value
each time a new output is computed. From the above exper-
iment we can deduce that the bias of the MixBits function
is bounded by:

BIAS =
1

211.13
(10)

Table 1. Serial Correlation Test
Z = MixBits(X, Y )

Experiment Bit Byte 4-Byte
Zi 0.000024 -0.000089 0.000279

Zi ⊕ Zi+1 -0.000045 0.000026 0.000174

Zi − Zi+1 -0.000059 -0.000009 -0.000196

Table 2. Bit-Byte Prediction Tests for Ran-
domness (Adapted from [12])

Z = MixBits(X, Y )

Test Zi Zi ⊕ Zi+1 Zi − Zi+1

Bit Prediction Test A 0.0032 0.8446 0.8453

Bit Prediction Test B 0.1284 0.7925 0.7928

Bit Prediction Test C 0.4094 0.9735 0.9729

Bit Prediction Test D 0.7448 0.9690 0.9687

Bit Prediction Test E 0.2975 0.6758 0.6717

Byte Prediction Test A 0.3049 0.6919 0.6970

Byte Prediction Test B 0.8854 0.8551 0.8522

Byte Prediction Test C 0.8549 0.8246 0.8209

Byte Prediction Test D 0.1717 0.9493 0.9483

Byte Repetition Test 0.7289 0.0684 0.0685

The serial correlation coefficients (at bit, byte and 4-byte
level) were also studied to measure the extent to which a
new intermediate output Zi depended upon the previous
value Zi−1. To obtain a sizeable test sample, 224 Z out-
puts were computed. As in the above experiment, the X
and Y variables are randomly initialized at the beginning,
and the Y variable is set to a new random value each time
a new output is computed. Further analyses on the XOR
(Zi ⊕ Zi+1) and the difference (Zi − Zi+1) between two
consecutive outputs were performed. The results are sum-
marized in Table 1.

In addition, we evaluate how an attacker might predict an
output if previous outputs are known. The bit-byte predic-
tion tests [12] used to evaluate the randomness of the Kon-
ton2 stream cipher were employed for this purpose. Eight
algorithms were used to predict the value of each bit (resp.
byte) from the beginning to the end of the sequence. For
a perfectly random sequence, the probability of success of
any of the algorithms should be 1/2 (resp. 1/28). The num-
ber of successes is counted, and a chi-squared statistic with
1 degree of freedom computed. Table 2 shows the results.

From our analyses, we find that MixBits has very
good properties. Indeed, our analysis shows that the output
of MixBits cannot be predicted significantly better than
a pure random guess if the adversary does not have any
knowledge of the secret access password. At this point, two
of the three initial requirements are fulfilled: only efficient
operations are used, and the function is highly non-linear.
An estimate of the gate count for MixBits can be easily
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obtained. Six logic gates are needed for each bit added in
parallel1. The registers will be implemented by means of
flip-flops, each of which requires 8 gates. Furthermore, two
32-bit registers are needed – one to store the output Z and
another for the intermediate results. Hence, a total of around
700 logic gates are needed to implement MixBits.

An estimate of the temporal requirements can also be
carried out. A tag has to spend around 128 clock cycles
to compute an output (Z = MixBits(X, Y )). Assuming
a clock frequency of 100 kHz, a tag can compute around
780 updates per second. Hence, the timing requirements
are also fulfilled. To complete the analysis, a comparison
with several block/stream ciphers and hash functions was
carried out and the results shown in Table 3 (for the price
comparison, MixBits is fixed as the reference and every
extra 1,000 gates is assumed to increase chip price by $0.01
[13]). We find that MixBits is the most efficient in circuit
area and although throughput is not the highest, it is within
the requirements of the intended applications (i.e. baggage
tracking, electronic toll collection, pallet tracking, etc.).

Light-weight ciphers such as Present or Grain require
only 1,570 or 1,294 logic gates respectively. However, this
number of gates, even though small, may still exceed the
capabilities of tags conforming to the EPC Class-1 Gen-2
specification. Furthermore, where tag price is concerned,
slight differences in tag prices can be greatly magnified un-
der an operating environment where large numbers of tags
are deployed. Imagine for a company that needs to de-
ploy 500 million tags. A difference of US$0.0059 – 0.0087
(Grain-Present) per tag would amount to US$ 2,950,000
– 4,350,000 of extra costs in total, which is a significant
sum. In this case, using the Grain or Present cipher could
be rather expensive. In addition, a significant number of
logic gates devoted to security would have to be set aside
for the 16-bit PRNG since a light-weight PRNG conform-
ing to the EPC Class-1 Gen-2 specification would require
around 1,600 gates. While the use of a cipher or hash func-
tion will increase the level of security, it will also incur hard-
ware costs. In this work, our main objective is to design
a lightweight authentication protocol under the EPCGlobal
Framework, and requires balancing tradeoffs between secu-
rity and hardware restrictions. From our analysis, we find
that our proposed MixBits function performs reasonably
well and provides an appropriate security level for tags com-
pliant with the EPC Class-1 Gen-2 specification.

6. Analysis of the M3AP Protocol

In this section, we provide a proof sketch to show that
our proposed M3AP protocol provides mutual authentica-
tion between a tag and a reader. In addition, we also ana-

1 S = A ⊕ [B ⊕ CENT ] CSAL = BCENT + ACENT + AB

Table 3. Performance comparison

Cryptographic Gates Cycles per Throughput at Price
primitive Equivalent block 100 KHz (Kbps) (Cents)
Mixbits 700 128 25 K

Block ciphers
Present [14] 1,570 32 200 K + 0.87
DESL [15] 1,848 144 44.4 K + 1.15

HIGHT [16] 3,048 34 188.2 K + 2.35
AES [17] 3,400 1,032 12.4 K + 2.70

Stream ciphers
Grain-80 [18] 1,294 1 100 K + 0.59

Grain-80, x16 [18] 3,239 1 1,600 K + 2.54
Trivium [18] 2,599 1 100 K + 1.89

Trivium, x16 [18] 3,185 1 1,600 K + 2.48
Hash functions

MD5 [19] 8,400 612 20.91 K + 7.7
SHA-1 [19] 8,120 1,274 12.56 K + 7.42

SHA-256 [19] 10,868 1,128 22.69 K + 10.17

lyze the security of the protocol by examining how the pro-
tocol fares against previous attacks exposed on the TRMA
schemes, as well as other passive and active attacks.

6.1. Verification of Mutual Authentication.

Reader-to-Tag Authentication: The first two messages
of our proposed scheme allow a legitimate reader that has
knowledge of the tag’s access password to authenticate it-
self to the tag. A malicious (or illegitimate) reader does not
possess the access password to generate the corresponding
responses (CCP1 and CCP2). Due to lack of authoriza-
tion for the illegitimate reader, this information cannot be
obtained from the manufacturer (EPC-IS). In addition, the
computation of CCP1 and CCP2 uses only random chal-
lenges from the tag. In the original TRMA scheme, CCP1

and CCP2 are computed from random values generated by
the tag, as well as random values generated by the reader.
However, this provides an avenue for an illegitimate reader
to specify the random values in such a way that allows it
to circumvent the scheme and forge a successful authenti-
cation more easily. By having the reader compute the au-
thentication responses based solely on random challenges
generated by the tag and the shared secret (the tag access
password), our scheme eliminates such a weakness.

Tag-to-Reader Authentication: The third message of
our scheme is for a legitimate tag to authenticate itself to the
reader after it has confirmed that the reader is a legitimate
one. A fraudulent tag does not possess the access password
that is necessary to compute the cover-codes (CCP3 and
CCP4). In this case, cover-codes only depend on the ran-
dom numbers picked by the genuine reader and avoids the
vulnerability in the original TRMA scheme whereby the at-
tacker has control over the inputs required to compute the
authentication response. Hence, without knowledge of the
correct access password, a tag impersonation attack cannot
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be successful and authentication would fail.

6.2. Resistance against Previous Attacks on
TRMA

Resistance against the Correlation Attack. In order
to perform the correlation attack described in [6], the ad-
versary first needs to find a correlation between the ac-
cess password PWD and the MixBits output (PWD′

and PWD′′). Once this is found, the adversary can make
use of the relationships derived in [6] (the relationships be-
tween PWD and the output of PadGen, where in our new
scheme, PadGen is applied to PWD′ and PWD′′ instead
of PWD) to attack the scheme. However, as witnessed in
the last section, we have shown that it is highly difficult
to obtain any correlation between the input and output of
MixBits. Hence, we contend that our proposed scheme
provides strong resistance against the correlation attack.

Resistance against the Dictionary Attack. In the orig-
inal TRMA scheme, the value of each bit of the authen-
tication response CCPi (i=1,2,3,4) is only dependent on
the value of a particular hex-digit in RTag

i or RRdr
i . For

example, the first bit of CCP1 depends on the first hex-
digit of RTag

1 . If the value of a hex-digit in any RTag
i or

RRdr
i is repeated (i.e. it had the same value in a previous

authentication session), then the adversary would be able
to successfully predict the value for the corresponding bit
in Ri to forge a successful authentication. In our proposed
scheme, we find that each bit in any Ri is dependent on all
four 16-bit random numbers generated by the tag and the
reader. For example, each bit in CCP1 or CCP2 is depen-
dent on all four of RTag

1 , RTag
2 , RRdr

1 and RRdr
2 . This is be-

cause all of them are involved in the computation of PWD′

in MixBits. Moreover, the nature of MixBits ensures
that the bits of the four random numbers are diffused within
PWD′. In order to successfully predict the value of a bit in
CCP1 or CCP2, the adversary must encounter a situation
whereby all four random numbers contain the same values
that have appeared together in a previous session. The prob-
ability of this occurring is extremely low, since with a total
of 64 bits between them, the number of possible combina-
tions amounts to 264. Hence, the dictionary attack is still
possible but becomes extremely difficult. In fact, this at-
tack can be completely prevented if we update or refresh
the access password after every authentication session. For
example, we can change the access password from PWD
to PWD′′ at the end of the protocol after both parties are
mutually authenticated. The new access password will then
be used for the next authentication session, and so on.

Resistance against the Tag Killing Attack. Unlike the
extended TRMA scheme, the kill password is not used in
our proposed authentication scheme. Furthermore, all mes-
sages exchanged during the protocol are independent of the

kill password of the communicating tag. Hence, an adver-
sary would not be able to gather any information about the
kill password of tags from authentication sessions under our
proposed scheme.

6.3. Resistance against Other Attacks

Resistance against Replay Attacks. In a replay attack,
the adversary eavesdrops on the messages exchanged be-
tween a legitimate reader and a legitimate tag, and replays
the authentication responses to masquerade as the reader or
the tag. Such an attack would be successful only if all the
four random challenges have appeared together and in the
right sequence in a previous authentication session. With
the legitimate parties generating fresh random challenges
for each authentication session, the probability of success
for a replay attack would be low.

Resistance against Offline Brute Force Attacks. In an
offline brute force attack, an adversary eavesdrops on a sin-
gle pass (for example, the reader-to-tag authentication) of
an authentication session to obtain a set of random chal-
lenges and the valid response based on those challenges.
Next, the adversary assumes a value for the access password
and computes a response based on the collected challenges
(by executing the MixBits function, the PadGen func-
tion, and other necessary operations). If the computed re-
sponse matches with the collected response, then the value
assumed for the access password was correct. Otherwise,
the adversary tries the next probable value for the access
password, repeating until a correct match is found. The
complexity of this attack is O(2l), where l is the number
of bits in the access password. To offer adequate resistance
against such an attack, l should be sufficiently large.

Resistance against Active Brute Force Attacks. Active
brute force attacks generally require an adversary to actively
take part in the authentication protocol by masquerading as
a tag or a reader. A number of scenarios are possible. In
the first scenario, an adversary can programme a malicious
reader to repeatedly probe a legitimate tag. During each
authentication attempt, the reader tries a different value for
the access password. This continues until the adversary au-
thenticates successfully to the tag. In another scenario, an
adversary can iteratively issue challenges to the legitimate
reader and record valid sets of challenges and responses to
form a dictionary. Both attacks can be made infeasible with
sufficiently large access passwords and random challenges,
or the use of password updating.

Resistance against Desynchronization Attacks. Under
our proposed scheme, since the access password is constant,
there is no threat of desynchronization. However, as dis-
cussed earlier, to completely prevent some of the attacks, it
would be necessary to update the access password at the end
of each successful mutual authentication. In this case, the
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copies of the access password kept at the tag and the reader
(or the back-end database, as in most cases) must be the
same at all times, i.e. they must be synchronized. Once any
party fails to update its copy of the access password at the
end of a successful authentication session, both parties will
be de-synchronized. Hence, with password updating, extra
measures may need to be taken to ensure that the protocol
is robust against desynchronization.

Resistance against Unauthorized Tracking. As men-
tioned earlier, privacy is not a focus in this work and the
current EPCglobal Framework does not seem to address pri-
vacy issues. The transmission of the EPC in clear implies
that unauthorized tracking of tags is possible. We contend
that it is possible to integrate previously proposed methods
with our scheme to guard against privacy violation. For ex-
ample, the EPC can be replaced with a pseudonym (as pro-
posed in [20]) or be relabelled (as in [21]) to prevent track-
ing of the tag. The EPC can also be protected using masking
or RF jamming techniques (e.g. [22]), or through controls
provided by an RFID proxy device (e.g. [23]). Naturally,
implementing these solutions for privacy protection leads
to higher costs incurred on the resulting system.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, a new authentication protocol, which is
named as M3AP and based on the protocol by Konidala et
al., is proposed. The security deficiencies were corrected in
M3AP with the introduction of the MixBits function. This
lightweight function has been obtained by means of Genetic
Programming. Its security and performance has been stud-
ied in depth. In addition, a security analysis of the whole
M3AP protocol has been accomplished and we find that
there is greater resistance against attacks. In conclusion,
we expect that our M3AP protocol can help to increase the
security level for the upcoming Gen-3 specification.
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